
Suitable for ladies
tailoring shop

LADIES SOFTWARE
PACK 1

PATTERN MAKING SOFTWARE FOR BLOUSE, CHUDIDHAR&

KIDS WEAR SOFTWARE WITH A DOT MATRIX PRINTER

BLOUSES CHUDIDHAR



Welcome to Fashion Dot

Fashion dot young laser is a developing and
growing company in this Tailoring Industry. Our
tailoring software is a user-friendly application
designed for customers measurement saving

and taking patterns for any new trendy models.
 
 

Those who are in the appeal industry cannot
ignore the benefits of tailoring software in

streaming their business. With the help of our
tailor shop software tailoring and clothing, a

business can create a detailed and repository of
fabric details inventory and also helpful to

ensure that their received orders as per their
customer needs.



Pattern Making Softwares
Fashion Dot Young Laser launches the pattern-
making software in 2009, for the sake of ladies

tailors, boutiques to avoid unnecessary
confusion creating for the fitting of their

customers. All over the world, we have more
than 1000+ happy customers.

 
 Fashion dot young laser introduced tailoring

software is a user-friendly application designed
for customers measurement saving and taking

patterns for any new trendy models.
 
  Available Softwares

Blouse Chudi Kids



Software Advantages

Any latest model arrives in the market you can
get updated with our software.

Blouse Chudi Kids

In each pattern, there will be stitching marks
avialable so that tailors can stitch accordingly.

We can save each customer's measurement
individually so that we can take their size any

pattern at any time.



Software Advantages
Without any experience can run the shop, like

pattern making of each model can be cut easily
within 2 minutes.

Blouse Chudi Kids

Daily production will increase gradually along
with customer satisfaction with our pattern-

making software.

We can avoid manual errors and uneven,
mismatching of cutting with our pattern-making

software.



Software Models - Blouse

Fashion Dot Blouse pattern-making software
has all types of blouse models like normal 3dart

blouse, 4 dart blouse, Princess-cut model
variant, Katori blouse, close neck blouse,

designer blouse pattern & sleeve models.More
than 500+ models .



Software Models- Chudi

Fashion Dot Chudi pattern-making software has
all types of churidars, Kurti models, pant style,

Anarkali umbrella with the panel, without panel,
long gowns collar styles & sleeve models.More

than 300+ models .



Software Models- Kids

Fashion Dot Kids pattern-making software has
all types of churidars, Frock models, Lehangas,

Anarkali umbrella with the panel, without panel,
long gowns & sleeve models. More than 50+

models.



Software procedure
Once we enter the measurements in Fashion
Dot software we can save the details of our

customers like their address, contact number&
measurements.

Then We can select the models of our
customer's choice. And finally, the pattern are

ready to take printout.



Software procedure
By clicking the diagram of the pattern we can

take a paper cutting of the customer's size with
stitching marks in Dot matrix printer.

With the help of the Dot matrix printer, we can
insert the paper (A2) size in the printer, which

takes our pattern with exact size .



Software procedure
After we can cut the outer line of the diagram,
then the pattern is ready to mark in the fabric.

Finally, we can cut any fabric, any design without
an experienced person. Pattern making

software saves the time with perfection.In same
manner we have the procedures for chudi &

kids software.



Computer & Install
Fashion Dot software is a windows base. So
customers can install the software in their

windows base computer or in laptop.

Fashion Dot software is highly protected with
coding, Every customer has their individual
license key for their machine. So software

cannot be hacked or copied from the customer's
system.



Computer & Install
Fashion Dot software will be installed on your

computer or on a laptop in a Local disk: D. And its
complete offline software.

For any training & doubts, Fashion Dot will
connect through remote monitoring access.
Only that time we need to connect online.



Printer Paper
Fashion Dot suggests the dot matrix printer to
take pattern printout, which supports A2 size

paper.

A 2 Paper(15"X12") comes as a computer sheet
as a bundle of 1000 papers. So we can take any
pattern of any model & size with a perfect size.



Printer Space & costing
Normally we can place this dot matrix printer

along with computer table or we can place near
computer table as it takes normal teapai space.

For one size of any dress pattern, 5- 10 sheets
are required. So the printing cost of a single

dress will be maximum of 7 to 10 Rs. only



After sales support
After purchasing, Fashion Dot creates a group

with our senior designers, technicians, software
engineers, and the customer side any responsible

person. 

In that group, customer can leave their doubts &
enquiry regarding software & stitching, Our

Fashion Dot officers will respond immediately
within the working hours.



Softwares & providing
1 Blouse pattern making software
2 Chudi Pattern making software
3 Kids Pattern Making Software
4 Dot Matrix printer, cartridge
5 sample paper of A 2 Sheet
6 Measurement taking procedures
posters
7 Fashion Dot Neck Designs posters
8 Software models posters
9 Order booking book for all
softwares
10 Software user manual, Training
11 Fashion Dot Authorised user
Poster



Softwares & providing



Fashion Dot suggests the users like small-scale
tailoring shops, Home stitching women, Maggam
workshop, Plan to start a ladies tailoring shop &

Ladies Tailoring shop.

To whom it suits?



For Demo &
Installation

Contact  Us

For Telugu/ English: Mrs. Keerthi Naik 
+91 97913 33719

For Tamil/ English: Mr. Gopalakrishnan 
+91 95972 22721


